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Abstract— To design and build a multipurpose robotic 

vehicle that can move in various environments. i.e.; it can 

travel in soft surface as well as through rough terrains. An 

ARM based controller IC LPC2148 is the microcontroller 

used here. It controls and co-ordinate all the process in very 

effective, fast and real time way. It basically consists of a 

group of sensor arrays that can measure various parameters. 

Which are metal detector, gas sensor and moisture sensor. 

That is because it can be used for a number of applications 

like in the areas of agriculture, defence, aerospace, industrial 

purpose and in rescue operations, etc., the rover also consists 

of a robotic arm which can used to pick and place the 

objects. GPS based navigation system is another advantage 

of the project. The entire system works with the help of solar 

energy. A 16*2 LCD display and web-camera are interfaced 

with the microcontroller. Omni directional rotation also 

provided with in 2D plane. The tracking of the rover is 

controlled by using Zigbee module with PC 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective is to design and build the next 

generation of rovers that aims for the betterment of 

mankind. Project design a multipurpose robotic vehicle that 

can move in various environments. It can travel in soft 

surface as well as through rough terrains. An ARM based 

controller IC LPC2148is the microcontroller used here. it 

controls and co-ordinate all the process in very effective, 

fast and real time way by its 32 bit programmable core. The 

hard ware section of the project basically consists of a group 

of sensor arrays that can measure various parameters. The 

various sensors included here is metal detector, gas sensor 

and moisture sensor. That is because, it can be used for a 

number of applications like agriculture, defense, aerospace, 

industrial purpose and rescue operations, etc.., the roveralso 

consists of robotic arm which can pick and place the objects. 

GPS based navigation system is another advantage of the 

project. The entire system works with the help of solar 

energy. A 16*2 LCD display is interfaced with the micro 

controller to display the sensor reading. And a web-camera 

is also used here for continuous surveillance. Omni 

directional rotation also provided with in 2D plane. The 

tracking of the rover is controlled by using Zigbee module 

with PC. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

There are many robots available in market. Most of the 

robots moves only in smooth surface and specialized robots 

are there that can move through rough surface. The 

machines are used to pick and place the objects in the 

industries.Laboratories are there to check the moisture 

content in soil and which need time for getting results. The 

metal detectors are used to detect bomb 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this project we come up with a fully automatic rover that 

can move in various environments.ie; it can travel through 

soft surfaces as well as rough terrain. It can do many 

functions such as it can act as a metal detector, gas sensor, 

moisture sensor.It provides Omni directional rotations in 2D 

directions.The rover also consist a pick and place hand 

which can pick and place objects in short distances. The 

entire system operates withthe solar energy. The movement 

of the rover can be controlled by zigbee with pc by using 

visual basic software. 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram 

The block diagram consists of an array of sensors, LCD 

display, four motors that are driven by motor drivers, GPS 

module, Zigbee module and an ARM based micro controller 

LPC2148 which will be the heart of the project. The sensors 

used here are metal detector, gas sensor and moisture sensor. 

The block diagram consists of an array of sensors, LCD 

display, four motors that are driven by motor drivers 

(L293D) GPS module, Zigbee module, and an ARM based 

micro controller LPC2148 which will be the heart of the 

project. The sensors used here are metal detector, gas sensor 

and moisture sensor. The LCD display is used to display the 

sensor reading. The tracking of the rover is controlled by 

using Zigbee module with PC. GPS based navigation system 

also provided.ARM7TDMI-S controller controls the 

mechanical motion of the robot through motor drivers 

connected to it. There are two DC gear motors are for 

rotating the wheel of vehicle and three DC mini motors are 

provided for the action of the pick and place arm. So there 

are three motor drivers for drive and control two gear 

motors and three dc mini motors. Each motor driver can 
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control two motors at a time. The entire system works with 

the help of solar energy. 

A. Microcontroller 

The micro controller used in this project is LPC2148, which 

is based on a16bit /32bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with real time 

emulation and embedded trace support. That combines the 

microcontroller with embedded high speed flash memory 

ranging from 32KB to 512KB. The micro controller offers 

high performance and very low power consumption. 

 
Fig. 2: LPC2148 IC 

B. Moisture Sensor 

 Soil moisture sensors measure the presence of water content 

in the soil indirectly by using some properties of the soil, 

such electrical resistance, dielectric constant, inter action 

with neutrons or as a proxy for moisture content. The 

relation between the measured property and soil moisture 

must be calibrated and may depending on the environmental 

factors such as soil type, temperature or electric 

conductivity. 

 
Fig. 3: Moisture Sensor 

C. GAS Sensor  

Gas sensors detect the presence of gases in an area, often as 

part of a safety system. This type of equipment is used to 

detect a gas leak and interface with a control system so a 

process can be automatically shut down. The gas sensor 

used here are series of MQ6 

 
Fig. 4: Gas sensor 

D. Metal Detector 

A metal detector is an electronic instrument which detects 

the presence of metal nearby. These are useful for finding 

metal inclusions hidden within objects buried underground. 

The metal detector used here is proximity metal detector. 

 
Fig. 5: Metal Detector 

E. LCD display 

A 16*2 LCD displays the results of sensors. It consumes 

low power. 

 
Fig. 6: LCD display 

F. Motor Driver  

IC L293Dis a typical motor driver IC which is used to drive 

DC motors on either direction. It is a16 pin IC which can 

control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any 

direction. It means that it can control two DC motor with a 

single IC. In a single IC there are two H-bridge circuits 

inside it which can rotate two dc motors independently in 

forward and reverse dierctions. 

 
Fig. 7: GPS Module 

A GPS module is a device that accurately 

calculates geographical location by receiving information 

from GPS satellites. GPS systems may have capabilities 

such as maps, turn by turn navigation directions, 

information on nearby amenities. The global positioning 

system is a satellite based navigation system. It is made up 

of a network of a minimum of 24 satellites placed into the 

orbit by the US Department of Defence. 
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Fig. 8: GPS Module 

G. Zigbee Module 

Zigbee module is a low-cost, low-power, wireless mesh 

networking standard. The low cost allowstechnology to be 

widely deployed in wireless control and monitoring 

applications, the low power usage allows longer life with 

smaller batteries, and mesh networking provides high 

reliability and larger range.  

 
Fig. 9: Zigbee Module 

H. Robotic Arm 

A robotic arm is a type of mechanical arm, usually 

programmable, with similar functions to a human arm. To 

perform its assigned tasks, the robot moves parts, objects, 

tools, and special devices by means of programmed motions 

and points. The robotic arm performs motions in space. Its 

function is to transfer objects or tools from point to point as 

instructed by the controller. 

 
Fig. 10: Robotic arm 

I. DC Gear Motor 

The 12V DC Geared motor is available with wide range of 

RPM and Torque. A DC motor output speed will vary with 

load and applied voltage. Maximum torque is the stall 

torque or start up torque. Nominal torque and speed is at the 

peak efficiency for the motor.As long as the motor is used in 

the area of high efficeincy, long life and good performance 

can be expected. 

 
Fig. 11: DC gear motor 

J. Solar Panel 

Solar panel come in a range of physical size and wattages-

but the sizes most commonly used on RV’s range from 40w 

to 200w. Using 100watt panel is particularly 

common; most of RV solar systems tend to be 500w or less. 

This is the maximum wattage the panel is capable of 

producing, under absolutely ideal conditions. 

 
Fig. 12: Solar Panel 

V. SOFTWARE DETAILS 

The software used here are Keil micro- vision IDE, and the 

language used for programming here are Embedded C. 

Visual Basic software is used for the interfacing between the 

PC and Zigbee. 

VI. PROJECT OUTCOME 

We are proud to express our delight as the project “Omni 

functional Rover for Multi Environments” that we embarked 

upon is successfully finished.  The rover focuses in a variety 

of applications. It rotates itself in the two dimensional plane 

properly. Moisture was sensed when wet stuff was brought 

in contact with the moisture sensor. When a gas lighter was 

burned, gas presence was obtained. When a metal was kept 

on the path of the rover, which too was detected. All these 

indications were understood by the observer with the help of 

a buzzer and LCD screen showing ‘abnormal ‘in it. The 

rover was moved forward, backward, left and right. And 

successfully the rover moved along different environments 

like wooden blocks, brick pieces etc. All these motions were 

shown in a TV screen with the help of the camera in the 

rover. A GPS was used for tracking the location of rover 

every time it moves and the overall system was very well 

synced with the laptop. Using Visual Basic (VB) software 

controlling of rover became possible. 
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Fig. 13: Top view of Rover 

 
Fig. 14: Side view of Rover 

 
Fig 14 Visual Basic Side 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The project describes the design and working of a 

multifunctional robotic vehicle which is useful for various 

applications.The entire systems are designed to work with 

the aid of solar energy. An ARM based microcontroller IC 

LPC2148 is used for controlling the system. The advantage 

of this project is that, it has numerous applications and is 

cost effective. It consumes low power. This project can be 

applied in various areas like agriculture, defense, Aerospace, 

industrial and in rescue operations, etc.., in agricultural 

sector detection of correct soil proportion is very essential. 

This can be determined by the moisture sensor that we are 

using in our project. One of the most relevant sectors to 

which this project can be introduced is defense sector. It can 

be used for security and surveillance, field study, metal 

explosive detection etc. Coming to the Aerospace sector, 

this project provides the applications of terrain traversing, 

mapping, sample collection (pick and place), environmental 

analysis and astronaut assistance through GPS. In industrial 

sector, lifting of loads and equipment servicing is of major 

issue. The pick and place handle employed in order to solve 

this issue to a very extend. This handle can be used for the 

lifting of loads as well as equipment servicing. This rover 

can be used for rescue operation since it can sense gas, lift 

building debris and detect bomb. So gas leakage can be 

prevented and it can also be employed in areas affected by 

earthquake. Along with GPS module, we are attaching a 

camera to this setup for accurate tracing of path. Since Omni 

directional rotation is possible over all view becomes easy. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The project can be used for overall surveillance, and it can 

be used for knowing more about other planets for detecting 

presence of water and materials consisting of etc.By 

attaching more number of solar panels we can save more 

energy. And it can b used in industries. So electricity can be 

saved to a very extend.By making larger model of this rover, 

we can lift heavy loads using this project.Even though this is 

a single system,it has many applications. So, it can be 

employed in any sector as per the requirements. 
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